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Rovio Entertainment Ltd. Android 4.1 - Version: 3.0.27463.4821 $0 Angry Birds Epic RPG (MOD, Unlimited Money) - in recent years, Rovio has already released an impressive number of games dedicated to Angry Birds. But this game is not like all the others, because for the first time in the series Angry Birds a new style appeared. The
game is made in the style of a turn-by-turn strategy with RPG elements. And all the gameplay will take place on a remote tropical island, in which all the familiar pigs live. A lot of places, ranging from snow-capped mountains and ending with azure beaches will not leave indifferent all fans of this series of games. Fight with more opponents,
and at the end of the game you will have a chance to fight the king himself! Updated to version 3.0.27463.4821! Angry Birds Epic RPG (MOD, Unlimited Money) - In this game you have many adventures and lots of interesting and unusual wandering around the world and fight with their green enemies. The game is very beautiful and
picturesque graphics that will appeal to many players. The game has already won over 85 million, join us! Obb for the game Angry Birds Epic RPG (MOD, unlimited money) unpack archive / sdcard / Android / obb / Money is more when you spend it! Obb for the game Angry Birds Epic RPG v3.0.27463.4821 (MOD, unlimited money)
unpacking archives in /sdcard /Android/obb/ The Angry Birds are back, and this time they will be in a completely new adventure, in the lands of the Piggy Islands. Discover unique and epic team battles as you lead your impressive lists in enjoyable and exhilarating battles with naughty pigs. Build your ultimate team of powerful bird heroes
as you help your favorite angry birds on their journey to discover the Piggy Islands and retrieve the stolen egg. Make uses of their unique powers as you take down the boring pigs through exciting battles. Choose the right team composition with heroes of various classes, execute your smart tactics and take enemies in styles. Overcome all
obstacles along your path as you climb through different levels. Don't give up because you're the only hope. Learn more about this amazing game from Rovio Entertainment Corporation with our reviews. StoryDedent their defeat in many games before like Angry Birds Classic or Angry Birds Evolution, the evil pigs have not given up their
evil goal of taking all the eggs of our angry birds for themselves. And this time, King Leonard of Piggy Island once again ordered his subordinates to plan another plan to steal the eggs for themselves. The game begins with Red and Chuck keeping their precious eggs, then suddenly the evil green pigs assaulted them and stole the eggs
that captured Chuck with them. You'll start your journey by discovering Piggy Island, dive into unique turn-based battles, strengthen your characters and get to the next levels. Try to save all your friends and get help along the way so so can start building your ultimate lists. Choose between different character classes and unlock more
advanced ones for your characters. Make uses of their unique skills and abilities to take down naughty green pigs. Unlock and upgrade special skills and abilities on your heroes to make them even more capable. Come with the appropriate team compositions so you can defeat the evil pig armies with ease. Collect awesome valuables
along the way and discover Piggy Island to its maximum. It's time to put an end to another stupid plan of Leonard.Here you will find all the exciting features that the game has to offer: To begin with, you will have access to turn-based battles with all kinds of funny and weird pig enemies. Each of them has their own unique powers and
abilities, which require certain tactics and approaches to take down. That being said, you'll need to make good uses of your characters' powers to find the right tactics to win. Challenge your enemies in epic battles and win against them, Angry Birds style. To make the fights even more interesting players can play the game with several
characters throughout the series, such as Red, Chuck, Stella, Terence, and so on. Make use of their unique abilities and skills as you take several tactics and approaches. Each of your characters will feature their own different classes that give them certain powers. That said, you can enjoy the game with your mighty knights and cut
through the enemies, blow them up with your magical attacks, and call the forces of nature to help your druid heroes. Most importantly, their classes can be improved to give them even more immersive powers. This also allows you to improve the powers and abilities of your Angry Birds. In addition, your heroes can also be leveled, giving
them more powerful and impressive powers. Unlock the hidden powers of your heroes by guiding them to victories against epic villains like Prince Porky, Wiz Pig and the evil King Pig. Challenge them with your iconic heroes in a brand new Angry Birds adventure. And to allow players to unlock new powers, Angry Birds players are also
allowed to pick up multiple craft options, which they can use to create hundreds of different weapons and powerful potions. That being said, with the art of fighting piggies, you can also pick up your craft hobby and try to create powerful weapons to help your heroes. Also, with this unique ability, you won't have to waste your money on
buying items or potions. With equipment The game also features epic set of equipment that you can collect and use during your battles. That being said, you are allowed to complete a variety of legendary equipment sets on your characters, which would give them and the impressive team buffs. Discover awesome attacks and incredible
buffs with your fully equipped characters. With exciting offline mode, players in Angry Birds Birds can also enjoy the game with their friends or other online players in exciting Arena challenges. Get the idea of fighting the best Teams in Angry Birds and win against them using your genius tactics. Challenge other players in exciting league
battles as you progress from the lowest ranks to world-class challenges where you can compete with the big boys. And finally, the game also features impressive limited-time events and challenges that you can choose to participate in. Find yourself competing for incredible achievements and challenges as you unlock awesome upgrade
and rewards for your heroes. Remember, these events will not last forever, nor will prices. The game is currently free for all Android players to enjoy on their mobile devices. That being said, you can easily install it on your mobile devices without having to pay anything. All you need to do is download and install the game from the Google
Play Store for free. However, the game still includes ads and in-app purchases that could be a problem. If so, then you may want to try our modified version of the game instead. With it, you'll have access to completely unlocked gameplay with unlimited money for countless purchases, deleted ads so you can enjoy the game more, and so
on. All you need to do is have the Angry Birds Epic Mod APK installed on your mobile devices and you'll be ready to go. The game features cheerful and cartoonish art styles, which make it extremely friendly and enjoyable for players of all ages. Not to mention that the polished graphics also make the battle extremely fun and addictive. In
addition, the characters are also quite interactive, which allows you to enjoy the fights, even more, especially the reactions of the pigs when they lose the fights. It will make all the challenges overcome worth your time. Dive into the relaxing world of Angry Birds Epic as you help your favorite angry birds fight evil green pigs. Take them in
immersive battles with realistic sound effects and enjoy addictive soundtracks for hours. APK install it on your device, DO NOT open the app. Extract the OBB file at /SDCARD/Android/obb/com.rovio.gold. Make sure the OBB file (main.4821.com.rovio.gold.obb) is in the com.rovio.gold folder. Repeat the game. Enjoy! The game is without a
doubt one of the best Angry Birds experiences you can have on your mobile devices. In-depth gameplay, addictive turn-by-turn battles, lots of different challenges to enjoy, and many other awesome features, it would be a shame not to have installed game. Not when it is completely free and unlocked for you to enjoy with our modified
game. A series of games about Angry Birds has become so popular that the makers could simply Angry Birds Star Wars - Unusual little birds that give free rein to their anger, moved into the Angry Birds seasons on android offers for your review of the wonderful gameplay of the very first Rovio's masterpiece - Angry Birds Space
HDPremium opens us a brand new rabid birds back on the screens of Android devices in the game called Angry Birds Go, but Angry Birds: Evolution - another part of the role-playing strategy with arcade bias, a couple of Angry Birds Rio on Android - another series of saga of fighting birds of a company called Rovio! Rovio!
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